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ABSTRACT 
This paper presents HYRIWYG  (How You Rate Influences What 
You Get), a reputation system applicable to Internet 
Recommendation Systems (RS). The novelty lies in the incentive 
mechanism that encourages evaluators to volunteer their true 
opinion. Honesty is encouraged because rewards are indexed by 
the quality of the RS’s suggestions.  
Categories and Subject Descriptors 
H.3.3 [Information Storage and Retrieval]: Relevance 
Feedback. 

General Terms 
Management, Economics, Reliability 
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Recommender Systems, Reputation, Trust, Incentives, 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Internet users often draw on Recommendation Systems (RS) [1] 
as a source of valuable information. Recommendations are based 
on users’ purchasing behavior, demographics and evaluations 
provided by peer consumers, which causes potential incentive 
problems. First, since RSs are public goods, there is an intrinsic 
risk of free rider behavior. Long and complex feedback forms 
aggravate this problem. Second, people usually provide 
evaluations according to hidden agendas, which compromise the 
quality of the RS. To mitigate both of these problems, this paper 
proposes an incentive mechanism, HYRIWYG  (How You Rate 
Influences What You Get) that encourages evaluators to volunteer 
their true opinion. Honesty is encouraged because rewards are 
indexed by the quality of the RS’s suggestions. Thus, dishonest 
evaluators end up with unwanted products. An HYRIWYG 
system could be quite useful for a movie rental site, for example, 
by providing coupons for recommended movies. 

 

2. HYRIWYG:  HOW YOU RATE 
INFLUENCES WHAT YOU GET 
HYRIWYG is a new reputation mechanism [2] to provide users 
with the right incentive to volunteer truthful evaluations on which 
the Recommendation Systems can base their suggestions. 
Consequently, it is an indirect way to enhance the RS’s credibility 
and also to tune the RS inference mechanism. Although the long-
run benefits of providing evaluations to build the knowledge base 
and to tune the RS may be clear, users do not perceive this gain 
immediately. HYRIWYG ’s incentive is to pay users up front, but 
with a form of compensation that is as good as the quality of the 
RS being evaluated. Consequently, HYRYWIG makes user and 
RS enter into a virtuous mode. 

Let us assume a set of evaluators I= 1, 2..N. Each evaluator i has a 
type θi; i.e., agent i's preference function.    The outcome vector is 
x = (K, τ1, …  τ i), where K is the aggregate product evaluation 
and  τ is the incentive provided for each one of the N evaluators. 
The values for K vary depending on the RS evaluation model, 
such as Bad/Good or 1-5 stars and so on.  
Agent i wants to maximize his utility function (ui). Consequently, 
if he has more work to do, he must be rewarded for that extra 
work. In the absence of incentives, a RS requires people to act 
altruistically. The incentive, or the social function, plays a critical 
role in bringing the benefit from tuning the RS to the moment a 
person is providing the recommendation. Sometimes, people can 
recognize the indirect benefit of acting truthfully when providing 
their opinion about a product because they are frequent users of 
the RS suggestions, such as in movie rental sites [3]. 
We propose a social function that provides incentives for each 
individual to tune the RS for his profile. As shown in the 
compensation function below (Eq. 1), the incentive is a constant 
C – corresponding to points, coupons, savings or any other reward 
according to the product’s marketing strategy. C is adjusted by 
the contribution of agent i towards the tuning of the RS.  

Compensation Function 
User i’s compensation for submitting an individual 
recommendation, thus, becomes: 

τi = C ∗ (1 + α ∗ | v’(RS(θi)) – vi|),       (1) 
where 
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RS(θi) is the evaluation the RS system infers agent i would 
provide considering his profile θi,  

v’(RS(θi)) is the actual evaluation perceived by agent i, 

vi is the evaluation provided by agent i, 

| v’(RS(θi)) – vi|), represents the contribution of agent i towards 
the tuning of the system, 
C is a constant defined by the product’s marketing or business 
model, and 
α  is a constant for adjusting the importance of obtaining 
diversity.  It should be a high number when high diversity of 
opinion is desirable.  It can also be a negative number suggesting 
opinion’s homogeneity is the valuable data to collect. 

Redemption Rule: 
The incentives are cumulative and equation 2 shows the rule for 
redeeming the incentives.  

An agent i can only redeem τ when this value is bigger than a 
threshold T. In addition,  τ works only on selected products, i.e. 
on products selected by the RS for agent i’s profile. 

$ Product = $Product – f(τ),       (2) 

where 

f(τ) = 0 when τ < T 

Product ε RS(Products, θi) 

$Product is the price of Product P 
f(τ)  is the discount associated with the τi  

RS(Products, θi), is the set of products the Recommendation 

System would suggest for agent with type iθ . 

Agent i is, thus, restricted to spend the gained incentive on 
products that match agent i’s profile according to RS. 
Consequently, there is a positive incentive for users to express 
their opinion, as well as to tune the RS. Therefore, it will be in the 
individual’s best interest to provide an honest evaluation. 
Incentives can be translated into cumulative points, coupons or 
discount values. The central is to assure that it can only be 
redeemed on products that, according to the RS, fit his profile. 
This is a simple system that stimulates people to say something, 
the truth, according to each individual perspective, since the 
reward will be as good as the quality of the RS. For example, if 
you do not like chocolate and you lie in order to amass incentives, 
you may end up full of coupons of chocolate cheesecake. 
The RS provider will also want users to voice their opinion as 
soon as possible. Basic statistics tells us that a new product’s 
overall recommendation is likely to change less and less as the 
underlying number of recommendation increases. In addition, the 
consumers’ interests in the recommendations follow the product’s 
market life cycle; therefore, it is likely to peak early. To reflect 
the decreasing value of additional evaluations, we propose 
adjusting the constant C, as shown in Equation 3: 

τi = C ∗ e −δE ∗(1 + α ∗ | v’(RS(θi)) – vi|),   (3) 

where, E is the number of evaluators of the product adjusted by 
RS(θi). Additionally, we can add an extra incentive to handle the 
different amount of effort requested by different evaluation 
systems. Some evaluations are very simple and fast to provide; 
they generally ask for a straightforward question: How good is the 
product? (a) good (b) average and (c) poor. Other evaluations 
would be more complex with nested questions and long surveys, 
demanding adjustments in the incentives. 

The HYRIWYG incentive mechanism works for RSs that provide 
personalized recommendations. It would not be applicable to 
general recommendations, although one can always consider 
general recommendations to work as if everybody had the same 
profile. However, since there is no individual tuning involved, 
honest and dishonest evaluators would receive the same fee. 

3. DISCUSSION 
In this paper we presented a mechanism, HYRIWYG, for 
providing incentives to make people volunteer their opinions 
truthfully and swiftly. The HYRIWYG mechanism addressed 
three main problems encountered when gathering users’ ratings: 
1) overestimation to avoid peer repudiation, 2) underestimation to 
maintain competitive advantage and 3) random or constant ratings 
to minimize effort.  In HYRIWYG, raters are rewarded for each 
product evaluation provided.  However, this reward can only be 
spent on things that the RS expects will fit the evaluator’s profile. 
This redemption rule ensures that a rational user will express his 
or her true opinions to make sure the rewards will be valuable.  
Consequently, his or her opinion keeps tuning the RS inference 
engine. Additionally, since the reward decreases as the number of 
evaluations increases, there is an additional incentive for people 
to speak up earlier.  

HYRIWYG is a solution that 1) is understandable to users, 2) 
does not limit the number of available ratings, and 3) works with 
heterogeneous raters. There are two key prerequisites for applying 
the HYRIWYG mechanism: there must be diversity on users’ 
taste and the RS must keep track of the raters’ identities. 

HYRIWYG has potential implications for industry providers and 
users of RSs. Rewards are commanding but also difficult to 
deploy, since people will try to get them without much effort. 
Creating a link between the reward and the quality of the 
recommendation system presents a simple yet powerful way to 
align the benefits of the rational user with those of the community 
as a whole.   
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